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welcome 
Dear Reader, 
 
Thank you for joining the Manning Early Access Program by purchasing an advance copy of 
Data Science at Scale with Python and Dask! While this is my first published work, I have 
taught graduate level Python and data science courses at the University of Denver in Denver, 
Colorado, and I have been an enthusiastic user of Dask for over three years. I’ve used Dask to 
analyze big datasets both in professional and personal projects, and I’m very excited to share 
with you the power and ease-of-use that Dask brings to analyzing big data at scale. 

My overarching goal for this book is to give you a set of skills and practical examples that 
will take you end-to-end from cleaning and analyzing data to building machine learning 
applications using datasets that are too big for conventional data analysis packages like 
Pandas. While this book makes no assumptions that you have a background in data analysis, 
you should still find this book helpful to learn ways to scale out familiar analysis techniques on 
big datasets even if you’re a seasoned Pandas veteran. 

In the first few chapters, we open the discussion by walking through why a library like 
Dask is needed in the first place, how distributed computing differs from applications that run 
on a single system, and what tools Dask offers for performing computations in a distributed 
computing environment. We then take a very practical turn and explore a myriad of data 
cleaning and analysis techniques on a real dataset from NYC OpenData, offering you the 
chance to get the data and work alongside the text. Through this hands-on exploration, you’ll 
not only learn to work with big datasets, but you’ll also learn key best practices to maximize 
performance and efficiency when working with Dask. 

As a valued member of this MEAP, I look forward to your questions and feedback. If there’s 
something that doesn’t make sense or something you’d like additional elaboration on, I 
encourage you to post in the forum for this book on Manning’s website. Up to this point, there 
hasn’t been a good single source of information on using Dask in the real world, so I’m 
personally committed to producing the highest quality material in order to bolster Dask’s 
visibility and adoption in production systems. Please don’t hesitate to reach out! 

 
Thanks again! 
—Jesse C Daniel 
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1  
Why Scalable Computing Matters 

This chapter covers 

• What makes Dask a standout framework for scalable computing 
• How to read and interpret directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) 
• Why DAGs are useful for distributed workloads 
• How Dask’s task scheduler uses DAGs to compose, control, and monitor computations 
• Introducing the companion dataset 

Welcome to Data Science at Scale with Python and Dask! Since you’ve decided to pick up this 
book, there’s no doubt that you are interested in data science and machine learning – perhaps 
you’re even a practicing data scientist, analyst, or machine learning engineer. However, I 
suspect that you’re either currently facing a significant challenge, or you’ve faced it at some 
point in your career. I’m talking, of course, about the notorious challenges that arise when 
working with large datasets. The symptoms are easy to spot: painfully long run times - even 
for the simplest of calculations, unstable code, and unwieldy workflows. But don’t despair! 
These challenges have become commonplace as both the expense and effort to collect and 
store vast quantities of data has declined significantly. In response, the computer science 
community has put a great deal of effort into creating better, more accessible programming 
frameworks to reduce the complexity of working with massive datasets. While there are many 
different technologies and frameworks that aim to solve these problems, few are as powerful 
and flexible as Dask. This book aims to take your data science skills to the next level by giving 
you the tools and techniques you need to analyze and model large datasets using Dask. 
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WHO IS THIS BOOK FOR? WHO IS THIS BOOK NOT FOR? 

Before getting started, it’s worth noting right away that Dask is well suited to solve a wide 
variety of problems including structured data analysis, large scale simulations used in scientific 
computing, and general-purpose distributed computing. Dask’s ability to generalize many 
classes of problems is quite unique, and if we attempted to cover every possible application in 
which we could use Dask, this would be quite a large book indeed! Instead, we will keep a 
narrow focus throughout the book on using Dask for data analysis and machine learning. 
While we will tangentially cover some of the more general-purpose aspects of Dask throughout 
the book (such as the Bag and Delayed APIs), they will not be our primary focus. 

This book was primarily written with beginner to intermediate data scientists, data 
engineers, and analysts in mind, specifically those who have not yet mastered working with 
data sets that push the limits of a single machine. We will broadly cover all areas of a data 
science project from data preparation to analysis to model building with applications in Dask 
and take a deep dive into fundamentals of distributed computing. 

While this book may still have something to offer if you’ve worked with other distributed 
computing frameworks such as Spark, and you’ve already mastered the NumPy/SciPy/Pandas 
stack, you may find that this book is not at the appropriate altitude for you. Dask was 
designed to make scaling out NumPy and Pandas as simple and painless as possible, so you 
may be better served by other resources such as the API documentation. 

1.1 Why Dask? 
For many modern organizations, the promise of data science’s transformative powers is 
universally alluring - and for good reason. In the right hands, effective data science teams can 
transform mere ones and zeros into real competitive advantages. Making better decisions, 
optimizing business processes, and detecting strategic blind spots are all touted as benefits of 
investing in data science capabilities. However, what we call “data science” today isn’t really a 
new idea. For the past several decades, organizations all over the world have been trying to 
find better ways to make strategic and tactical decisions. Using names like decision support, 
business intelligence, analytics, or just plain old operations research, the goals of each have 
been the same: keep tabs on what’s happening and make better-informed decisions. What has 
changed in recent years, however, is that the barriers to learning and applying data science 
have been significantly lowered. Data science is no longer relegated to operations research 
journals or academic-like research and development arms of large consulting groups. A key 
enabler of bringing data science to the masses has been the rising popularity of the Python 
programming language and its powerful collection of libraries called the “Python Open Data 
Science Stack.” These libraries, which include NumPy, SciPy, Pandas, and Scikit-learn, have 
become industry standard tools which boast a large community of developers and plentiful 
learning materials. Other languages that have been historically favored for this kind of work, 
such as FORTRAN, MATLAB, and Octave, are more difficult to learn and don’t have nearly the 
same amount of community support. For these reasons, Python and its Open Data Science 
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Stack have become one of the most popular platforms both for learning data science and for 
everyday practitioners. 

Alongside these developments in data science accessibility, computers have continued to 
become ever more powerful. This makes it easy to produce, collect, store, and process far 
more data than before, all at a price that continues to march downward. But, this deluge of 
data now has many organizations questioning the value of collecting and storing all that data – 
and rightfully so! Raw data has no intrinsic value; it must be cleaned, scrutinized, and 
interpreted to extract actionable information out of it. Obviously, this is where you – the data 
scientist – come in to play. Working with the Python Open Data Science Stack, data scientists 
often turn to tools like Pandas for data cleaning and exploratory data analysis, SciPy and 
NumPy to run statistical tests on the data, and Scikit-Learn to build predictive models. This all 
works well for relatively small-sized datasets that can comfortably fit into RAM. But, because 
of the shrinking expense of data collection and storage, data scientists are more frequently 
working on problems that involve analyzing enormous datasets. These tools have upper limits 
to their feasibility when working with datasets beyond a certain size. Once the threshold is 
crossed, the problems described in the beginning of the chapter start to appear. But where is 
that threshold? To avoid the ill-defined and oft-overused term, big data, we’ll use a three-
tiered definition throughout the book to describe different sized datasets and the challenges 
that come with each. 

Table 1.1. A tiered definition of data sizes 

Dataset Type Size Range Fits in RAM? Fits on local disk? 

Small Dataset Less than 2-4GB Yes Yes 

Medium Dataset Less than 2TB No Yes 

Large Dataset Greater than 2TB No No 

Small datasets are datasets that fit comfortably in RAM, leaving memory to spare for 
manipulation and transformations. They are usually no more than 2-4 gigabytes in size, and 
complex operations like sorting and aggregating can be done without paging. Paging, or 
spilling to disk, uses a computer’s persistent storage (such as a hard disk or solid-state drive) 
as an extra place to store intermediate results while processing. It can greatly slow down 
processing because persistent storage is less efficient than RAM at fast data access. These 
datasets are frequently encountered when learning data science, and tools like Pandas, 
NumPy, and Scikit-Learn are the best tools for the job. In fact, throwing more sophisticated 
tools at these problems are not only overkill, but can be counterproductive by adding 
unnecessary layers of complexity and management overhead that can reduce performance. 

Medium datasets are datasets that cannot be held entirely in RAM but can fit comfortably 
in a single computer’s persistent storage. These datasets typically range in size from 10 
gigabytes to 2 terabytes. While it’s possible to use the same toolset to analyze both small 
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datasets and medium datasets, a significant performance penalty is imposed because these 
tools must use paging in order to avoid out of memory errors. These datasets are also large 
enough that it can make sense to introduce parallelism to cut down processing time. Rather 
than limiting execution to a single CPU core, dividing the work across all available CPU cores 
can speed up computations substantially. However, Python was not designed to make sharing 
work between processes on multicore systems particularly easy. As a result, it can be difficult 
to take advantage of parallelism within Pandas. 

Large datasets are datasets that can neither fit in RAM nor can fit in a single computer’s 
persistent storage. These datasets are typically above 2 terabytes in size, and depending on 
the problem, can reach into petabytes and beyond. Pandas, NumPy, and Scikit-Learn are not 
suitable at all for datasets of this size, as they were not inherently built to operate on 
distributed datasets. 

Naturally, the boundaries between these thresholds are a bit fuzzy and depend on how 
powerful your computer is. The significance lies more in the different orders of magnitude 
rather than hard size limits. For example, on a very powerful computer, small data might be in 
the order of 10s of gigabytes, but not on the order of terabytes. Medium data might be on the 
order of 10s of terabytes, but not on the order of petabytes. Regardless, the most important 
takeaway is that there are advantages (and often necessities) of looking for alternative 
analysis tools when your dataset is pushing the limits of our definition of small data. However, 
choosing the right tool for the job can be equally challenging. Oftentimes, this can lead data 
scientists to get stuck with evaluating unfamiliar technologies, rewriting code in different 
languages, and generally slowing down the projects they are working on. 

Dask was launched in late 2014 by Matthew Rocklin with aims to bring native scalability to 
the Python Open Data Science Stack and overcome its single machine restrictions. Over time, 
the project has grown into arguably one of the best scalable computing frameworks available 
for Python developers. Dask consists of several different components and APIs, which can be 
categorized into three layers: task schedulers, low-level APIs, and high-level APIs. An 
overview of these components can be seen in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1. The components and layers than make up Dask 

What makes Dask so powerful is how these components and layers are built on top of one 
another. At the core are the task schedulers, which coordinate and monitor execution of 
computations across CPU cores and machines. These computations are represented in code 
either as Dask Delayed objects or Dask Futures objects (the key difference is the former are 
evaluated lazily - meaning they are evaluated just-in-time when the values are needed, while 
the latter are evaluated eagerly – meaning they are evaluated in real-time regardless of if the 
value is needed immediately or not). Dask’s high-level APIs offer a layer of abstraction over 
Delayed and Futures objects. Operations on these high-level objects result in many parallel 
low-level operations managed by the task schedulers, which provides a seamless experience 
for the user. Because of this design, Dask brings four key advantages to the table: 

• Dask is fully implemented in Python and natively scales NumPy, Pandas, and Scikit-
Learn 

• Dask can be used effectively to work with both medium datasets on a single machine 
and large datasets on a cluster 

• Dask can be used as a general framework for parallelizing most Python objects 
• Dask has a very low configuration and maintenance overhead 

The first thing that sets Dask apart from the competition is that it is written and 
implemented entirely in Python, and its collection APIs natively scale NumPy, Pandas, and 
Scikit-learn. This doesn’t mean that Dask merely mirrors common operations and patterns 
that NumPy and Pandas users will find familiar – it means that the underlying objects used by 
Dask are corresponding objects from each respective library. A Dask DataFrame is made up of 
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many smaller Pandas DataFrames, a Dask Array is made up of many smaller NumPy Arrays, 
and so forth. Each of the smaller underlying objects, called chunks or partitions, can be 
shipped from machine to machine within a cluster, or queued up and worked on one piece at a 
time locally. We will cover this process much more in-depth later, but the approach of 
breaking up medium and large datasets into smaller pieces and managing the parallel 
execution of functions over those pieces is fundamentally how Dask is able to gracefully 
handle datasets that would be too large to work with otherwise. The practical result of using 
these objects to underpin Dask’s distributed collections is that many of the functions, 
attributes, and methods that Pandas and NumPy users will already be familiar with are 
syntactically equivalent in Dask. This design choice makes transitioning from working with 
small datasets to medium and large datasets very easy for experienced Pandas, NumPy, and 
Scikit-learn users. Rather than learning new syntax, transitioning data scientists can focus on 
the most important aspect of learning about scalable computing: writing code that’s robust, 
performant, and optimized for parallelism. Fortunately, Dask does a lot of the heavy lifting for 
common use cases, but throughout the book we’ll examine some best practices and pitfalls 
that will enable you to use Dask to its fullest extent. 

Next, Dask is just as useful for working with medium datasets on a single machine as it is 
for working with large datasets on a cluster. Scaling Dask up or down is not at all complicated. 
This makes it easy for users to prototype tasks on their local machines and seamlessly submit 
those tasks to a cluster when needed. This can all be done without having to refactor existing 
code or write additional code to handle cluster-specific issues like resource management, 
recovery, and data movement. It also gives users a lot of flexibility to choose the best way to 
deploy and run their code. Oftentimes, using a cluster to work with medium datasets is 
entirely unnecessary, and can occasionally be slower due to the overhead involved with 
coordinating many machines to work together. Dask is optimized to minimize its memory 
footprint, so it can gracefully handle medium datasets even on relatively low powered 
machines. This transparent scalability is thanks to Dask’s well-designed built-in task 
schedulers. The local task scheduler can be used when Dask is running on a single machine, 
and the distributed task scheduler can be used for both local execution and execution across a 
cluster. Dask also supports interfacing with popular cluster resource managers such as YARN, 
Mesos, and Kubernetes, allowing you to use an existing cluster with the distributed task 
scheduler. Configuring the task scheduler and using resource managers to deploy Dask across 
any number of systems takes a minimal amount of effort. Throughout the book, we’ll look at 
running Dask in several configurations: locally with the local task scheduler, clustered in the 
cloud using the distributed task scheduler with Docker and Amazon Elastic Container Service, 
and interfacing the distributed task scheduler with resource managers like YARN and 
Kubernetes. 

One of the most unique aspects of Dask is its inherent ability to scale most Python objects. 
Dask’s low-level APIs, Dask Delayed and Dask Futures, are the common basis for scaling 
NumPy arrays used in Dask Array, Pandas DataFrames used in Dask DataFrame, and Python 
lists used in Dask Bag. Rather than building distributed applications from scratch, Dask’s low-
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level APIs can be used directly to apply all of Dask’s scalability, fault tolerance, and remote 
execution capabilities to any problem.  

Finally, Dask is very lightweight and is easy to setup, tear down, and maintain. All of its 
dependencies can be installed using the pip or conda package managers. It’s very easy to 
build and deploy cluster worker image using Docker, which we will do later in the book, and 
Dask requires very little configuration out of the box. Because of this, Dask not only does well 
for handling recurring jobs, but is also a great tool for building proof-of-concepts and 
performing ad hoc data analysis. 

A common question in the minds of data scientists discovering Dask for the first time is 
how it compares to other superficially similar technologies like Apache Spark. Spark has 
certainly become a very popular framework for analyzing large datasets and does quite well in 
this area. However, although Spark supports several different languages including Python, its 
legacy as a Java library can pose a few challenges to users who lack Java expertise. Spark was 
launched in 2010 as an in-memory alternative to the MapReduce processing engine for Apache 
Hadoop and is heavily reliant on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) for its core functionality. 
Support for Python came along a few release cycles later, with an API called PySpark, but this 
API simply allows you to interact with a Spark cluster using Python. Any Python code that gets 
submitted to Spark must pass through the JVM using the Py4J library. This can make it quite 
difficult to fine tune and debug PySpark code because some execution occurs outside of the 
Python context.  

PySpark users may eventually determine that they need to migrate their codebase to Scala 
or Java anyways to get the most out of Spark. New features and enhancements to Spark are 
added to the Java and Scala APIs first, and it typically takes a few release cycles for that 
functionality to be exposed to PySpark. Furthermore, PySpark’s learning curve isn’t trivial. Its 
DataFrame API, while conceptually similar to Pandas, has substantial differences in syntax and 
structure. This means that new PySpark users must relearn how to do things “the Spark way” 
rather than draw from existing experience and knowledge of working with Pandas and Scikit-
Learn. Spark is highly optimized to apply computations over collection objects, such as adding 
a constant to each item in an array or calculating the sum of an array. But this optimization 
comes at the price of flexibility. Spark is not equipped to handle code that can’t be expressed 
as a map or reduce type operation over a collection. Therefore, Spark can’t be used to scale 
out custom algorithms with the same elegance that Dask can. Spark is also notorious for its 
difficulty to setup and configure, requiring many dependencies such as Apache Zookeeper and 
Apache Ambari which can also be difficult to install and configure in their own right. It’s not 
unusual for organizations that use Spark and Hadoop to have dedicated IT resources whose 
sole responsibility is to configure, monitor, and maintain the cluster. 

This comparison is not intended to be unfair to Spark. Spark is very good at what it does 
and is certainly a viable solution for analyzing and processing large datasets. However, Dask’s 
short learning curve, flexibility, and familiar APIs make Dask a more attractive solution for 
data scientists with a background in the Python Open Data Science Stack. 
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Hopefully by now you’re starting to see why Dask is such a powerful and versatile toolset. 
And, if my earlier suspicions were correct – that you decided to pick up this book because 
you’re currently struggling with a large dataset – I hope you feel both encouraged to give 
Dask a try and excited to learn more about using Dask to analyze a real-world dataset. Before 
we look at some Dask code, however, it’ll be good to review a few core concepts that will help 
you understand how Dask’s task schedulers “divide and conquer” computations. This will be 
especially helpful if you’re new to the idea of distributed computing because understanding the 
mechanics of task scheduling will give you a good idea of what happens when a computation is 
executed and where potential bottlenecks may lie. 

1.2 Cooking with DAGs 
Dask’s task schedulers use the concept of directed acyclic graphs (or DAGs for short) to 
compose, control, and express computations. Directed acyclic graphs come from a larger body 
of mathematics known as graph theory. Unlike what you may expect from the name, graph 
theory doesn’t have anything to do with pie charts or bar graphs. Instead, graph theory 
describes a graph as a representation of a set of objects that have a relationship with one 
another. While this definition is quite vague and abstract, it means graphs are useful for 
representing a very wide variety of information. Directed acyclic graphs have some special 
properties that give them a slightly narrower definition. But rather than continuing to talk 
about graphs in the abstract, let’s have a look at an example of using a directed acyclic graph 
to model a real process. 

When I’m not busy writing, teaching, or analyzing data, I love cooking. To me, few things 
in this world can compare to a piping hot plate of pasta. And right up at the top of my all-
time-favorite pasta dishes is bucatini all’Amatriciana. If you enjoy Italian cuisine, you’ll love 
the bite of thick bucatini noodles, the sharp saltiness of Pecorino Romano cheese, and the 
peppery richness of the tomato sauce cooked with guanciale and onion. But I digress! My 
intent here is not for you to drop the book and run to your kitchen. Rather, I want to explain 
how making a delicious plate of bucatini all’Amatriciana can be modeled using a directed 
acyclic graph. 
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Figure 1.2. My favorite recipe for bucatini all'Amatriciana 

Cooking a recipe consists of following a series of sequential steps where raw ingredients are 
transformed into intermediate states until all the ingredients are ultimately combined into a 
single complete dish. For example, when you dice an onion, you start with a whole onion, cut 
it into pieces, and then you’re left with some amount of diced onion. In software engineering 
parlance, we would describe the process of dicing onions as a function. 

Dicing onions, while important, is only a very small part of the whole recipe. To complete 
the entire recipe, we must define many more steps (or functions). Each of these functions are 
called nodes in a graph. Since most steps in a recipe follow a logical order (for example, you 
wouldn’t plate the noodles before cooking them), each node can take on dependencies, which 
means that a prior step (or steps) must be complete before starting the next node’s operation. 
Another step of the recipe is to sauté the diced onions in olive oil, which is represented by 
another node. Of course, it’s not possible to sauté diced onions if you haven’t diced any onions 
yet! Because sautéing the diced onion is directly dependent on and related to dicing the onion, 
these two nodes are connected by a line. 
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Figure 1.3. A graph displaying nodes with dependencies 

Figure 1.3 represents a graph of the process described so far. Notice that the “Sauté 
Ingredients” node has three direct dependencies: the onion and garlic must be diced and the 
guanciale must be sautéed before the three ingredients can be sautéed together. Conversely, 
the “Dice Onion”, “Mince Garlic”, and “Heat Olive Oil” nodes do not have any dependencies. 
The order in which you complete those steps does not matter, but you must complete all of 
them before proceeding to the final sauté step. Also notice that the lines connecting the nodes 
have arrows as endpoints. This implies that there is only one possible way to traverse the 
graph. It neither makes sense to sauté the onion before it’s diced, nor does it make sense to 
attempt to sauté the onion without a hot, oiled pan ready. This is what’s meant by a directed 
acyclic graph: there is a logical, one-way traversal through the graph from nodes with no 
dependencies to a single terminal node. 

Another thing you may notice about the graph in figure 1.3 is that there are no lines that 
connect later nodes back to earlier nodes. Once a node is complete, it is never repeated or 
revisited. This is what makes the graph an acyclic graph. If the graph contains a feedback loop 
or some kind of continuous process, it would instead be a cyclic graph. This, of course, would 
not be an appropriate representation of cooking, since recipes have a finite number of steps, a 
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finite state (finished or unfinished), and deterministically resolves to a completed state, 
barring any kitchen catastrophes. Figure 1.4 demonstrates what a cyclic graph might look like. 

 
Figure 1.4. An example of a cyclic graph demonstrating an infinite feedback loop 

From a programming perspective, this might sound like directed acyclic graphs would not 
allow looping operations. But this is not necessarily the case: a directed acyclic graph can be 
constructed from deterministic loops (such as for loops) by copying the nodes to be repeated 
and connecting them sequentially. In Figure 1.1, the guanciale was sautéed in two different 
steps – first alone, then together with the onions. If the ingredients needed to be sautéed a 
non-deterministic number of times, the process could not be expressed as an acyclic graph. 
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Figure 1.5. The graph represented in figure 1.3 redrawn without transitive reduction 

The final thing to note about the graph in Figure 1.1 is that it’s in a special form known as a 
transitive reduction. This means that any lines that express transitive dependencies are 
eliminated. A transitive dependency simply means a dependency that is met indirectly through 
completion of another node. Figure 1.5 shows Figure 1.1 redrawn without transitive reduction. 
Notice that a line is drawn between the node containing the operation “Heat Olive Oil” and 
“Saute Ingredients (8 minutes)”. Heating the olive oil is a transitive dependency of sautéing 
the onion, garlic, and guanciale because the guanciale must be sautéed alone before adding 
the onion and garlic. In order to sauté the guanciale, you must heat up a pan with olive oil 
first, so by the time you’re ready to sauté all three ingredients together, you already have a 
hot pan with oil – the dependency is already met! 
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Figure 1.6. The full directed acyclic graph representation of the bucatini all’Amatriciana recipe. 

Figure 1.6 represents the full directed acyclic graph for the complete recipe. As you can see, 
the graph fully represents the process from start to finish. You can start at any of the red 
nodes since they do not have dependencies, and you will eventually reach the terminal node 
labeled “Buon appetito!” While looking at this graph, it might be easy to spot some 
bottlenecks, and potentially reorder some nodes to produce a more optimal or time-efficient 
way of preparing the dish. For instance, if the pasta water takes 20 minutes to come to a 
rolling boil, perhaps you could draw a graph with a single starting node of putting the water on 
to boil. Then you wouldn’t have to wait for the water to heat up after already preparing the 
rest of the dish. These are great examples of optimizations that either an intelligent task 
scheduler or you, the designer of the workload, may come up with. And now that you have the 
foundational understanding of how directed acyclic graphs work, you should be able to read 
and understand any arbitrary graph – from cooking pasta to calculating descriptive statistics 
on a big data set. Next, we’ll look at why DAGs are so useful for scalable computing. 
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1.3 Scale out, concurrency, and recovery 
Up to this point, our example of cooking bucatini all’Amatriciana assumed that you were the 
sole cook in the kitchen. This might be fine if you’re only cooking dinner for your family or a 
small get together with friends, but if you needed to cook hundreds of servings for a busy 
dinner service in midtown Manhattan, you would likely reach the limits of your abilities very 
quickly. It’s now time to search for some help!  

First, you must decide how you will handle the resource problem: should you upgrade your 
equipment to help you be more efficient in the kitchen, or should you hire more cooks to help 
share the workload? In computing, these two approaches are called scaling up and scaling out 
respectively. Just like in our hypothetical kitchen, neither approach is as simple as it may 
sound. In section 1.3.1, I’ll discuss the limitations of scale up solutions and how scale out 
solutions overcome those limitations. Since a key use case of Dask is scaling out complex 
problems, we’ll assume that the best course of action for our hypothetical kitchen is to hire 
more workers and scale out. Given that assumption, it’ll be important to understand some of 
the challenges that come with orchestrating complex tasks across many different workers. I’ll 
discuss how workers share resources in section 1.3.2, and how worker failures are handled in 
section 1.3.3. 

1.3.1 Scale Up vs. Scale Out 

Back to our hypothetical kitchen, you’re faced with the question of what to do now that you’re 
expected to feed a horde of hungry customers at dinner rush. The first thing you might notice 
is that as the volume of pasta you need to make increases, the amount of time that each step 
takes also increases. For example, the original recipe makes four servings and calls for ¾ cup 
of diced onions. This amount roughly equates to a single medium-sized yellow onion. If you 
were to make 400 servings of the dish, you would need to dice 100 onions. Assuming you can 
dice an onion in around two minutes, and it takes you 30 seconds to clear the cutting board 
and grab another onion, you would be chopping onions for roughly 5 hours! Forget the time it 
would take to prepare the rest of the recipe. By the time you merely finish dicing the onions, 
your angry customers would already have taken their business elsewhere. And to add insult to 
injury, you’d have cried your eyes dry from spending the last 5 hours cutting onions! There 
are two potential solutions to this problem: replace your existing kitchen equipment with 
faster, more efficient equipment (scale up) or hire more workers to work in parallel (scale 
out). 
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Figure 1.7. Scaling up replaces existing equipment with larger/faster/more efficient equipment, while scaling 
out divides the work between many workers in parallel. 

The decision to scale up or scale out isn’t an easy one because there are advantages and 
tradeoffs to both. You might want to consider scaling up, because you would still ultimately 
oversee the whole process from start to finish. You wouldn’t have to deal with others’ potential 
unreliability or variation in skills, and you wouldn’t have to worry about bumping into other 
people in the kitchen. Perhaps you can trade in your trusty knife and cutting board for a food 
processor that can chop onions in 1/10th of the time that it takes you to do it manually. This 
will suit your needs until you start scaling again. As your business expands and you start 
serving 800, 1,600, and 3,200 plates of pasta per day, you will start running into the same 
capacity problems you had before, and you’ll eventually outgrow your food processor. There 
will come a time you will need to buy a new, faster machine. Taking this example to an 
extreme, you’ll eventually hit the limit of current kitchen technology and have to go to great 
lengths and expense to develop and build better and better food processors. Eventually, your 
simple food processor will become highly specialized for chopping an extraordinarily large 
amount of onions and require incredible feats of engineering to build and maintain. Even then, 
you will reach a point when further innovation is simply not tenable (at some point, the blades 
will have to rotate so quickly that the onion will just turn to mush!) But hold on a second, let’s 
not get carried away. For most chefs, opening a small checkered-tablecloth joint in the city 
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doesn’t entail formulating a plan to become a worldwide pasta magnate and a food processor 
R&D powerhouse - meaning simply choosing to get the food processor (scaling up) is likely the 
best option. Likewise, most of the time, upgrading a cheap, low-end workstation to a high-end 
server will be easier and cheaper than buying a bunch of hardware and setting up a cluster. 
This is especially true if the size of the problem you’re facing sits at the high end of medium 
datasets or the low end of large datasets. This also becomes an easier choice to make if you’re 
working in the cloud, because it’s much easier to scale up a process from one instance type to 
another instead of paying to acquire hardware that might not end up meeting your needs. 
That said, scaling out can be the better option if you can take advantage of a lot of parallelism 
or if you’re working with large datasets. Let’s look at what scaling out will yield in the kitchen. 

Rather than attempt to improve on your own skills and abilities, you hire nine additional 
cooks to help share the workload. If all 10 of you focused 100% of your time and attention to 
the process of chopping onions, that five hours of work now comes down to a mere 30 
minutes assuming you have equal skill levels. Of course, you would need to buy additional 
knives, cutting boards, and other tools, and you would need to provide adequate facilities and 
pay for your additional cooks, but in the long run this will be a more cost-effective solution if 
your other alternative is pouring money into development of specialized equipment. Not only 
can the additional cooks help you with reducing the time it takes to prepare the onions, but 
because they are non-specialized workers, they can also be trained to do all of the other 
necessary tasks. A food processor, on the other hand, cannot be trained to boil pasta no 
matter how hard you may try! The tradeoffs are that your other cooks can get sick, might 
need to miss work, or otherwise do things that are unexpected and hinder the process. 
Getting your team of cooks to work together towards a single goal does not come for free. At 
first you might be able to supervise if there are only 3-4 other cooks in the kitchen, but 
eventually you might need to hire a sous chef as the kitchen grows out. Likewise, there are 
real costs associated with maintaining a cluster, and these should be honestly evaluated when 
considering whether to scale up or scale out. 

Pressing on with your new team of cooks, you now must figure out how to relay 
instructions to each cook and make sure the recipe comes out as intended. Directed acyclic 
graphs are a great tool for planning and orchestrating complex tasks across a pool of workers. 
Most importantly, dependencies between nodes help ensure that the work will follow a certain 
order (remember that a node cannot begin work until all of its dependencies have completed), 
but there are no restrictions on how individual nodes are completed – whether by a single 
entity or many entities working in parallel. A node is a standalone unit of work, so it’s possible 
to subdivide the work and share it among many workers. This means that you could assign 
four cooks to chop the onions, while four other cooks sauté the guanciale and the remaining 
two cooks mince the garlic. Dividing and supervising the work in the kitchen is the job of the 
sous chef, which represents Dask’s task scheduler. As each cook completes their task, the 
sous chef can assign them the next available task. To keep food moving through the kitchen in 
an efficient manner, the sous chef should constantly evaluate what work needs to be done and 
aim to start tasks closest to the terminal node as soon as possible. For example, rather than 
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waiting for all 100 onions to be chopped, if enough onions, garlic, and guanciale have been 
prepared to begin making a complete batch of sauce, the sous chef should tell the next 
available cook to begin preparing a batch of sauce. This strategy allows some customers to be 
served sooner, rather than keeping all customers waiting until everyone can be served at the 
same time. It’s also more efficient to avoid having all the onions in a chopped state at once, 
because it can take up a large amount of cutting board space. Likewise, Dask’s task scheduler 
aims to cycle workers between many tasks in order to reduce memory load and emit finished 
results quickly. It distributes units of work to machines in an efficient manner and aims to 
minimize the worker pool’s idle time. Organizing execution of the graph between workers and 
assigning an appropriate number of workers to each task is crucial for minimizing the time it 
takes to complete the graph. Figure 1.8 depicts a possible way the original graph can be 
distributed to multiple workers. 

 
Figure 1.8. A graph with nodes distributed to many workers depicting dynamic redistribution of work as tasks 
complete at different times. 
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1.3.2 Concurrency and resource management 
More often than not, there are more constraints to consider than just the number of 

available workers. In scalable computing, these are called issues of concurrency. For example, 
if you hire more cooks to dice onions, but you only have five knives in the kitchen, only five 
operations that require a knife can be carried out simultaneously. Some other tasks may 
require sharing resources, such as the step that calls for minced garlic. Therefore, if all five 
knives are in use by cooks dicing onions, the garlic can’t be minced until at least one knife 
becomes available. Even if the remaining five cooks have completed all other possible nodes, 
the garlic mincing step becomes delayed due to resource starvation.  

 
Figure 1.9. An example of resource starvation 

The other cooks are forced to remain idle until the onion dicing step is complete. When a 
shared resource is in use, a resource lock is placed on it, meaning other workers can’t “steal” 
the resource until the worker who locked the resource is finished using it. It would be quite 
rude (and dangerous) for one of your cooks to wrestle the knife out of the hands of another 
cook. If your cooks are constantly fighting over who gets to use the knife next, those 
disagreements consume time that could be spent working on completing the recipe. The sous 
chef is responsible for defusing these confrontations by laying the ground rules about who can 
use certain resources and what happens when a resource becomes available. Similarly, the 
task scheduler in a scalable computing framework must decide how to deal with resource 
contention and locking. If not handled properly, resource contention can be very detrimental 
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to performance. But fortunately, most frameworks (including Dask) are pretty good at efficient 
task scheduling and don’t normally need to be hand-tuned. 

1.3.3 Recovering from failures 

Finally, no discussion of scalable computing would be complete without mentioning recovery 
strategies. Just like it’s difficult for a sous chef to closely supervise all of her cooks at once, it 
gets increasingly difficult to orchestrate distribution of processing tasks as the number of 
machines in a cluster grows in size. Since the final result consists of the aggregate of all the 
individual operations, it’s important to ensure that all the pieces find their way to where they 
need to go. But machines, like people, are imperfect and fail at times. There are two types of 
failures that must be accounted for: worker failure and data loss. For example, if you’ve 
assigned one of your cooks to dice the onions, and going into the third hour straight of 
chopping he decided he can’t take the monotony anymore, he might put down his knife, take 
off his coat, and walk out the door. You’re now down a worker! One of your other cooks will 
need to take up his place in order to finish dicing the onions, but thankfully you can still use 
the onions that the previous cook diced before he left. This is worker failure without data loss. 
The work that the failed worker completed does not need to be reproduced, so the impact to 
performance is not as severe. 

When data loss occurs, a significant impact to performance is much more likely. For 
example, your kitchen staff has completed all of the initial prep steps and the sauce is 
simmering away on the stove. Unfortunately, the pot is accidentally knocked over and spills all 
over the floor. Knowing that scraping the sauce off the floor and attempting to recover would 
violate all of the health codes in the book, you’re forced to remake the sauce. This means 
going back to dicing more onions, sautéing more guanciale, etc. The dependencies for the 
“Simmer Sauce” node are no longer met, meaning you have to step all the way back to the 
first dependency free node and work your way back from there. While this is a fairly 
catastrophic example, the important thing to remember is that at any point in the graph, the 
complete lineage of operations up to a given node can be “replayed” in the event of a failure. 
The task scheduler is ultimately responsible for stopping work and redistributing the work to 
be replayed. And because the task scheduler can dynamically redistribute tasks away from 
failed workers, the specific workers that completed the tasks before don’t need to be present 
to redo the tasks. For example, if the cook who decided to quit earlier had taken some diced 
onions with him, you would not need to stop the whole kitchen and redo everything from the 
beginning. You would just need to determine how many additional onions need to be diced 
and assign a new cook to do that work. 

In rare circumstances, the task scheduler might run into problems and fail. This is akin to 
your sous chef deciding to hang up her hat and walk out the door. This kind of failure can be 
recovered from, but since only the task scheduler knows the complete DAG and how much 
was finished, the only option is to start over at step one with a brand-new task graph. 
Admittedly, the kitchen analogy falls apart a bit here. In reality, your cooks would know the 
recipe well enough to finish service without micromanagement of the sous, but this isn’t the 
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case with Dask. The workers simply do what they’re told, and if there’s no task scheduler 
around to tell them what to do, they can’t make decisions on their own. 

Hopefully you now have a good understanding of the power of DAGs and how they relate 
to scalable computing frameworks. These concepts will certainly come up again through this 
book since all of Dask’s task scheduling is based off the DAG concepts presented here. Before 
we close out the chapter, we’ll take a brief look at the dataset that we’ll use throughout the 
book to learn about Dask’s operations and capabilities. 

1.4 Introducing the companion dataset 
Since the intent of this book is to give you hands on experience using Dask for data science, 
it’s only natural to have a dataset you can work with alongside the examples in the 
forthcoming chapters. Rather than proceed through the book working on a number of 
purpose-built “toy” examples, it will be a lot more valuable to apply your newfound skills to a 
real, messy dataset. It’s also important for you to gain experience using an appropriately large 
dataset, because you will be better equipped to apply your knowledge to medium and large 
datasets in the wild. So, sprinkled throughout the book, you will see examples built around a 
great public domain dataset provided by NYC OpenData (https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us).  

Every third week of the month, the New York City Department of Finance records and 
publishes a data set of all parking citations issued throughout the fiscal year so far. The data 
collected by the city is quite rich, even including some interesting geographic features. To 
make the data more accessible, an archive containing four years of data from NYC OpenData 
has been collected published on the popular machine learning website, Kaggle, by Aleksey 
Bilogur and Jacob Boysen under the City of New York account. The dataset spans from 2013 
through June 2017 and is over 8GB uncompressed. While this dataset may meet the definition 
of small data if you have a very powerful computer, for most readers it should be a well sized 
medium dataset. While there are certainly larger datasets out there, I hope you appreciate not 
needing to download 2TB of data before proceeding to the next chapter. You can get the data 
for yourself at www.kaggle.com/new-york-city/nyc-parking-tickets. Once you’ve downloaded 
the data, roll up your sleeves and get ready to have a first look at Dask in the next chapter! 

1.5 Summary 
In this chapter you learned 

• What makes Dask a leading framework for scalable computing 
• How Dask reduces complex workloads into simple distributable pieces by expressing 

the problem using a directed acyclic graph (DAG) 
• How to read and interpret DAGs 
• How the Dask task scheduler distributes tasks and monitors workers 
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